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Bringing butterflies and moths back to Britain

Join our macro
photography
workshops

Blue Morpho (Des Ong)

Award-winning wildlife
photographer Des Ong is
running two macro
photography workshops
for members of Butterfly
Conservation at the
Straford-upon-Avon
Butterfly Farm in March.
These one-day events
are for all levels of
experience. See Page 8
for full details – but book
NOW as places are
limited!

Contributions
Please send articles and
images to the editor at:

thecomma@btinternet.com

The opinions expressed
in this newsletter are not
necessarily those of West
Midlands Branch or
Butterfly Conservation.

ith the country in financial crisis lots of the things we have
taken for granted are going to change. In an extremely good
article in British Wildlife Peter Marren explains how the new
role of Natural England will affect a lot of the work we do. In addition to
this there is to be a considerable change to the planning laws which may
affect what happens to both green and brownfield sites.
The reduction in finances to NE has reduced the funding to BC. This
will limit the amount of work and research carried out through head
office. This again puts more pressure on us, the volunteers, to do more to
conserve not only butterflies and moths but to improve biodiversity.
The latest version of The State of the UK’s Butterflies 2011 is just out
and can be downloaded from the BC website (http://www.butterflyconservation.org).
This report is a follow up to the Butterflies for the New Millennium
and the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme. The data from the former
shows the distribution of species by 10km squares and the latter shows
how population has changed over the past 10 years.
The amount of data required for this publication is vast – weekly
butterfly counts on Transects on more than 1,000 sites and six million
sightings over the whole of Great Britain. This is a phenomenal recording
achievement and congratulations to all those who took part.
The results show how much work must be done to arrest the decline
of butterfly populations:
 Over three-quarters of butterflies have declined over the last decade
in either distribution or abundance;
 44% of species are considered UK Priority Biodiversity Action Plan
Species;
 The reasons for the decline are said to be loss, fragmentation and
deterioration in the quality of habitat and lack of appropriate
management.
The new target is to arrest the decline in Biodiversity by 2020.

BC membership hits new high
One of the great pieces of good news is that despite the financial crisis
BC membership has increased to a record 18,000 and to 868 in the West
Midlands.

Copy deadline

The deadline for
editorial contributions
to the Spring edition of
The Comma is
31 March 2012.
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Notes from the Chairman
So what are we doing in the West Midlands to improve habitat.
 We have major projects for Fritillaries and Wood Whites covering both
habitat management and monitoring projects;
 We are carrying out similar work for Grayling, Grizzled and Dingy Skipper;
 We are recording on over 50 Transects the data from which are fed back to the
site owners to assist with the management;
 We either manage or part-manage 5 large nature reserves; and
 We have bands of workers going out most weekends in winter to carry out
management work.
If anyone would like to be introduced to the delights of winter work parties
please contact me. As you can see from the events diary on Pages 28-30 we are
bound to have one in your area.

By John Tilt

Provisional Transect Results 2011

I have received most of the Transect results for last year. Some of the significant findings are as follows:
 Both Brown Argus and Common Blue had a phenomenally good year in 2010. The numbers in 2011
were down from the record total but still showing a good upward trend;
 We had a record year for both Grizzled and Dingy Skippers thanks to the good spring weather;
 Meadow Browns had a poor year in 2010 but have shown signs of recovery in 2011. Ringlet again beat
Meadow Brown into first place as the most recorded butterfly on Transects with over 10,000 recorded (so far)
after 4 good years;
 Pearl-Bordered Fritillary broke all previous records due to a good spring weather and all the work that
has been carried out in Wyre and Ewyas Harold;
 However, Silver-washed Fritillaries were down from previous highs and some of the areas they
colonised in 2010 were unoccupied;
 Small Tortoiseshell is showing signs of recovery in the last 4 years;
 Both White Admiral and Wood White had a poorer year in 2011.
I will give a full report on the year in the West Midlands when all the Transect results are in.

Volunteers at Grafton
Wood Christmas
work party on
14 December tuck
into venison stew.
(Mike Gee)
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Help for Grayling
on the Malverns
Pearl-bordered Fritillary
(Dave Roach)

Anxious wait
on funding
for Wyre

The West Midlands
Branch of Butterfly
Conservation is
anxiously awaiting
news on a bid for
funding that would
target areas of mixed
woodland in the Wyre
Forest. The ‘Reconnecting the Wyre’
project aims to restore
coppice woodland and
rides for the benefit of
key butterflies and
moths. A decision on
funding for the project,
revealed by BC Head
of Regions Sam Ellis
at the West Midlands
Regional Conservation
Day in 2011, is
expected in March.

elp is on its way for a small pocket of Grayling – a high priority species
in Butterfly Conservation’s Regional Action Plan for the West
Midlands.
Grayling is a very localised species in the region with strongholds on old
industrial land in South Shropshire and in the Malvern Hills in Worcestershire.
However, there has been a dramatic decline in numbers during the past decade.
This butterfly has never been recorded in Birmingham and the Black
Country, and became extinct in Staffordshire last century. The only recent
records for Herefordshire come from the Malvern Hills.
The West Midlands Branch of BC understands that Rob Havard,
Conservation Officer for Malvern Hill Conservators, who manage 1200
hectares of the Hills and Common, is planning a large programme of scrub
management under their High Level Stewardship agreement. It is believed the
work will be undertaken during the next few months.
Grayling prefer well drained habitats with sparse vegetation and sheltered
sunny spots. The abandoned quarries and rocky outcrops on the Malverns are
favoured locations for this species.
As The Comma was going to press, Butterfly Conservation was planning to
attend a meeting between the Malvern Hills Conservators and Natural England
to discuss the Grayling management work on the hills arranged for early in the
New Year.
Cryptic colouring provides the Grayling with great camouflage. (Neil Avery)

H

Kirsty Jones, daughter of former West Midlands Branch Chairman Richard
Southwell, with a Red Admiral hibernator in her ‘first’ house conservatory on
30th October in Dilhorne, an old mining village near Cheadle in Staffordshire.
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Prees Heath conviction is upheld
n the last edition of The
Comma I mentioned that we
were awaiting a date for the
hearing of an appeal against
conviction
in
Shrewsbury
Magistrates’ Court lodged by the
individual responsible for the
criminal damage to the gates at
Prees Heath Common Reserve in
August 2010. The appeal was
heard in Shrewsbury Crown Court
on 24th October 2011 by Judge
Peter Barrie, assisted by two Silver-studded Blue
magistrates, and was dismissed. In giving his
judgement the Judge praised the hard work carried
out on the reserve by Butterfly Conservation for the
benefit of both wildlife and the public. Prees Heath is
our premier site for the Silver-studded Blue.
A meeting was held in October with
representatives of the West Midlands Branch, the
Prees Heath Commoners and Shropshire Wildlife
Trust to review the progress of the heathland
restoration on the reserve and the situation on the
eastern half of the common, most of which remains
in arable cultivation and in 2011 was used to grow a

I

crop of maize. It was decided that
Shropshire Wildlife Trust, with
which Butterfly Conservation has
developed a strong working
relationship over several years,
would write to the Planning
Inspectorate, the government
agency responsible for providing
consent to works on common
land, to ascertain the legal
position of the continued arable
cultivations, particularly in the
(Roger Wasley)
context of the Commons Act
2006. A response was awaited as The Comma went to
press.
The work on the reserve and the heathland
restoration work has received some welcome
publicity in recent months. It was featured in the
book entitled ‘Marches’ by Andrew Allott in the
long-running Collins New Naturalist series, a survey
of the borderlands north of Hereford. An article also
appeared in ‘Geographical’ the magazine of the
Royal Geographical Society, written by Guardian
Country Diary columnist Paul Evans.
Stephen Lewis, Prees Heath Officer

Fears for High Brown on the Malverns

The Malvern Hills looking north and, inset, High Brown Fritillary (John Tilt)

For the third year running, High Brown Fritillary was not found on the
Malvern Hills in 2011. Nor was Dark Green Fritillary. Chairman John Tilt
reported to the Branch Committee that lessons could be learnt from the
habitat management at Castle Hill Down in South Wales, which had shown
good results for both species. This involves bracken management. Bracken
is cut after it has shaded out coarse grasses which in turn allow violets (the
larval food plant) to flourish.
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Marbled White on Pyramidal
Orchid (Tony Wharton)

Grizzled Skipper
(Steven Cheshire)

Small Heath
(Patrick Clement)

HLS agreement for Ewyas Harold Meadows Reserve
an Hart, manager of Butterfly Conservation’s
Ewyas Harold Meadows Nature Reserve in
Herefordshire, is delighted to announce that
entry into Natural England’s High Level
Stewardship Scheme has been approved with a
start date of 1st January 2012. The Meadows
have previously been in a Countryside
Stewardship Scheme since 1999 with BC taking
on responsibility following its acquisition of the
reserve in 2009.

I

The reserve is an important site for Pearlbordered Fritillary, Marbled White, Grizzled
Skipper, Small Heath and Common Blue
butterflies as well as an abundant and diverse
flora. All necessary work has been agreed and will
include hedgerow management for Dormice
which have been found on the adjacent Common.
HLS approval is down to the significant work of
Ian, FWAG conservation adviser Caroline Hanks
and BC’s head of reserves John Davis.

Habitat management work being carried out by Butterfly Conservation volunteers during
a Fritillary Action Day at Shelheld Coppice in the Wyre Forest on 27th November. The
area is an important site for Pearl-bordered Fritillary. From left: Ximena (Xime) Carrillo,
Andrew Heideman, Carol Wood, Saul Herbert of Natural England, and Xime’s in-laws
Chris and Rick Allen. (Mike Williams) Inset: Pearl-bordered Fritillary (Andrew Daw)
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New mower for Grafton Wood

Regular work party volunteer Martyn Ganderton puts a new DR Field and
Brush Mower through its paces at Grafton Wood Nature Reserve in
Worcestershire. This powerful machine charges through Pendulous Sedge,
Bramble and small shrubs with no problem. During the trials it handled the
rides, ride edges, ruts and bumps without a hitch. (John Tilt)

Comma reader Tom Dunbar frequently had up to five Red Admirals
visiting his garden in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, during November. But
were they attracted by the smell of rotting pears – or the sight of a giant
Vanessa atalanta?

Volunteers
make progress
at Hartlebury
Common
The new 10-year plan
for Hartlebury Common
commenced in 2010
and aims to bring this
SSSI back to
favourable condition by
reducing the amount of
overgrown scrub, such
as 3m high gorse, and
the removal of selfseeded trees (some of
which are quite large)
across the 26
habitats/communities in
this 96 hectare
heathland which is of
global importance in
terms of its species
composition. Such
heather seeking moths
found there in four live
trapping sessions over
two years are Fox
Moth, Dotted Border
Wave, Archerʼs Dart,
White-line Dart, True
Loverʼs Knot,
Beautiful Brocade and
Narrow-winged Pug.
The Common was
fenced in 2010 and 19
longhorn cattle
introduced in 2011 to
eat scrub, re-growth
from cut trees and
trample bracken to
inhibit its growth.
Hartlebury Common
Local Group is now in
its sixth year carrying
out bimonthly
conservation work
parties throughout the
year to remove scrub
and small trees with
hand tools. Why not
volunteer and join in
the fun?
Dr Joy Rooney
01299 877275
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,_JS\ZP]L )\[[LYÅ` 7OV[VNYHWO` >VYRZOVW
Join award-winning wildlife photographer, Des Ong, in March for a specially designed
^VYRZOVW MVY TLTILYZ VM )\[[LYÅ` *VUZLY]H[PVU
The course discusses macro techniques in plain English, including how to get a good
composition and maximising the light, as well as how to make the most out of your
JHTLYH LX\PWTLU[ :\P[HISL MVY WOV[VNYHWOLYZ VM HSS SL]LSZ
>L ^PSS IL ^VYRPUN PU [OL Z\WLYI ZL[[PUN VM [OL :[YH[MVYK\WVU(]VU )\[[LYÅ` -HYT
[OL <2»Z SHYNLZ[ [YVWPJHS I\[[LYÅ` WHYHKPZL ;OL KH` ^PSS ILNPU ^P[O HU PUKVVY [OLVY`
session where you will learn the fundamentals of macro photography so that you are
M\SS` WYLWHYLK MVY [OL WYHJ[PJHS ZLZZPVU >L ^PSS HSZV IL NP]LU H N\PKLK [V\Y VU [OL KH`
Dates! ;\LZKH` [O 4HYJO  ;\LZKH` [O 4HYJO 
Time! HT  WT ^P[O H ZOVY[ IYLHR MVY S\UJO (not included)
Cost!  WLY WLYZVU PUJS\ZP]L VM LU[YHUJL MLL HUK H KVUH[PVU
[V [OL >LZ[ 4PKSHUKZ IYHUJO VM )\[[LYÅ` *VUZLY]H[PVU
;V IVVR WSLHZL ZLUK H JOLX\L [V! H :[L^HY[ +YP]L 3V\NOIVYV\NO 3, 7;
WH`HISL [V! +LZ 6UN 7SLHZL PUJS\KL `V\Y UHTL M\SS HKKYLZZ H JVU[HJ[ [LSLWOVUL
U\TILY HUK PUKPJH[L `V\Y WYLMLYYLK KH[L

captivatingnature
photographic workshops with award-winning wildlife photographer des ong
website: ^^^KLZVUNJV\R email: PUMV'KLZVUNJV\R
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Best garden moths of 2011
Compiled by Roger Wasley

W

ith warm nights and southerly winds
delivering an influx of rare migrants
well into November, 2011 was an
extraordinary year for moth enthusiasts across the
West Midlands Branch area.
September through to mid-November produced
some of the most exciting moths recorded for many
years across southern England – and many reached
the Midlands where moth-ers continued to set their
traps well beyond the normal season as the India
summer prevailed.
Such was the buzz among enthusaists that
The Comma invited moth-ers from across our region
to reveal their favourite Garden Moth of 2011. Their
replies confirm that it doesn’t matter where you live,
you can still catch fascinating species…

Tony Moore, who lives barely half a mile from
the centre of Stafford, said: “My most exciting moth
of 2011 was undoubtedly the first Pine Hawkmoth
that I had ever seen. It was flying around some
Jasmine late at night and I assumed that it was either
a Poplar or possibly Eyed Hawkmoth. When I
opened the trap the next morning, I couldn’t believe
my eyes – a perfect, fresh pinastri sitting on an egg
box – several miles from the nearest known colony,
on Cannock Chase.”
However, his best moth of 2011 has to be his
second Annulet. “I had caught one in July 2009, the
fifth record for Staffordshire and not seen since 1982
(also in Stafford). This second one seems to suggest
that an isolated breeding colony still hangs on in the
area, as it is unlikely that two specimens would have
made it from the coast to my little urban garden. One
Annulet, Stafford (Tony Moore)

of the great joys of mothing is that you never know
what will turn up.”

Alan Prior, who lives in Hall Green, in the
suburbs of Birmingham, caught 13 new moth species
in his garden in 2011. The first was in March when a
Leek Moth arrived at the trap. “Not everyone is
pleased to see this species, but I was!” he said. The
year was then punctuated by other ‘newbies’ like
Deltaornix torquillella and one he had been waiting
for since he and Val planted some Hazel years ago,
Stigmella floslactella. The surprises were Teliopsis
diffinis and a Purple Clay that had obviously seen
better days!
“The highlight of the year was in early October as
a species I never thought would see the garden trap
arrived, due to a distinct lack of Oak trees in this area
of Birmingham. The moth in question was on the last
egg box I checked and I had to do a double take as I
saw a Merveille du Jour resting calmly. I was less
so! Normally, I would have to travel to find this
‘never tired of seeing’ moth and 2011 seems to have
been a good year for the species.”
However, his favourite garden moth of the year
was Ruddy Streak (Tachystola acroxantha). “I have
watched this Australian invader grow in number from
one recorded in 2003 to over 750 recorded in 2011.
It’s rarely absent from the trap list between late April
and November and I recorded it on at least 130 nights
in 2011, peaking at 35 individuals. When its rise in
number will stop who knows! Not even the two
recent harsh winters have slowed it down, unlike its
Aussie cousin – the Light Brown Apple Moth
(Epiphyas postvittana) – which has had a dramatic
Ruddy Streak, Hall Green (Alan Prior)
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decline in number from 1,509 recorded in 2009 to
less than 400 in 2011.”

Ian Machin, of Bewdley, Worcestershire, caught
several favourites, including Blackneck and Golden
Plusia, yet his outstanding moments involved
unexpected migrants. During early July he became
aware of an influx of Small Marbled along the South
coast, so when he heard that Gavin Peplow had
trapped no less than four individuals (and a county
first!) at Abberton in the South-East of the county he
naturally went to see them. “They were really small
and would be easily passed over as micros during a
cursory look in a trap,” he said. “Yet I ‘got my eye in’
which was to prove beneficial two nights later on 4th
July. There, settled on my outer perspex, was
Worcestershire’s fifth Small Marbled! I kept it for
friends to photograph, and released it in the Wyre
Forest on our scheduled monthly visit, where it
attracted even more admirers.
“Incredibly, while netting Silver Ys on the
lavender in the garden at dusk on 11th August, I
noticed another ‘y’ nectaring in flowers nearby. I
potted it up and thought I noticed two seperate bright
marks on each wing. With shaking hands I retired to
the house where the moth settled into
Worcestershire’s third Ni Moth. What a specimen!”
Ni Moth, Bewdley (Pete Withers)

Steve Whitehouse,
who lives at Warndon
on the outskirts of
Worcester, found the few
warm nights of summer
were quite productive in
his garden with several
new
or
interesting
macros recorded. He
Reddish Light Arches,
said: “Antler Moth, two
Warndon
Clouded Brindles, a
(Steve Whitehouse)
female Ghost Moth and
a Minor Shoulder-knot all come to mind and two
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Varied Coronets were again welcome.” A migrant
Ni Moth on 9th September was probably the rarest,
being the fourth county record.
But pride of place though goes to Reddish Light
Arches which arrived on 21st July. “I had always
intended to look for this species on Bredon Hill, one
of the few areas in VC37 where it may still occur as
a breeder. As it was, this fouth for Worcestershire
came to me!”

For Joy Stevens, of
Stourbridge in the West
Midlands, 2011 was only
her second year of
trapping in her garden
and it was somewhat
disappointing compared
with the numbers and
variety of moths attracted
the previous year. Her
Early Thorn, Stourbridge light trap is a home(Joy Stevens)
made affair, lovingly
constructed by her husband and presented as a
birthday present at the end of 2009. It’s not exactly
portable, but it is durable!
“Overall, my favourite garden moth has to be the
first one that ventured into the trap back in April
2010, which was a beautiful Waved Umber,” she
said. “I would class my garden as suburban, we have
woods close by, but basically we are in the middle of
a housing estate, so it has been a delight discovering
what is flying at night. In 2011, although numbers
were down, there were a few new moths, including
Figure of 80 and Black Arches, and many that I am
unable to identify despite spending hours trawling the
field guide and the Internet. It’s difficult to choose a
favourite, but I would have to go for an Early Thorn
which I managed to capture as it hovered around the
trap on 9th July.”

A few years ago Patrick Clement introduced
Hesperis matronalis (Dame’s violet or Sweet rocket)
into his garden in Halesowen, West Midlands, in a
deliberate attempt to attract Plutella porrectella, an
Plutella porrectella, Halesowen (Patrick Clement)

attractive micro moth restricted to that foodplant and
closely related to the familiar Diamond-back Moth
(Plutella xylostella). “In 2011 I recorded the moth in
my garden moth trap for the first time, but better still,
we found several larvae, pupae and newly emerged
adults on the plant itself,” he said.
“Introducing foodplants to attract moths is a bit of
a hobbyhorse of mine and I find it a very satisfying
way to increase the garden moth list. I like to think
that having a moth breeding in the garden is more
significant than just recording it at light!”

The Old Lady has always been a special
favourite of Rosemary Winnall, of Bewdley. “Why?
Well, I like the name,” she said. “It conjures up the
image of a flying aristocrat, and if you look carefully
you can see the ‘shawl’ she ‘wears around her
shoulders’! Secondly, we don’t see this species very
often because it rarely comes to light. I’ve seen it
attracted to sugar and feeding in the daytime on
Hemp Agrimony, but I was taken by surprise when I
saw this very large moth lurking around the outside
of my MV light on 11th August. With its wingspan of
up to 70mm, the size of it takes your breath away. I
greeted it like an old friend, knowing that it would be
a while before I saw one again!”
The favourite garden moth of Dave Jackson, who
lives in Penn, near Wolverhampton, is the Silver Y.
He said: “It’s an immigrant that breeds in the UK, but
shows such variety in size and shade that each one
you see requires scrutiny, just in case it’s a Ni Moth,
an even rarer migrant species! In any event, it’s a
lovely moth to see as it always makes me think how
far such a little creature can travel! It also has a
wonderful Latin name – Autographa gamma – and
this moth can turn up in good numbers under the
right conditions, especially at coastal migration sites.

Silver Y, Penn (Roger Wasley)

It can occur anywhere in Britain and, in autumn, the
breeding population from spring migrants is swelled
by further migration. The adults can be found from
spring through until late autumn, and can be seen by
day as well as at night, when they regularly visit light
and my Buddleia bushes.”

Old Lady, Bewdley (Rosemary Winnall)

Ray Birchenough, of Dorstone, found that
choosing his favourite garden moth of 2011 was a
hard task. He said: “Although the choice was
difficult, I must choose the Lilac Beauty. Each year
I look forward to seeing this beautiful insect again
and the thrill of seeing it still remains after 50 years
recording in Herefordshire and previouly in Kent.
Another great favourite of mine is the migrant
Palpita vitrealis which was in my trap on 2nd
November.”
Lilac Beauty, Dorstone (Ray Birchenough)

Caloptilia azaleella, Shifnal
(Patrick Clement)

Paul Watts, of
Shifnal, was delighted
to trap two or maybe
three
firsts
for
Shropshire in his
garden in 2011. He
said: “Despite
trapping in various
parts of Shropshire
with The Wrekin
Forest
Volunteers
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Moth Group (affectionately known as The WuFuV
MuG’s) my back garden in Shifnal seems to be a
Mecca for interesting micros.”
The night of 15th July was no exception as the
Skinner 15w actinic brought in Bedellia
somnulentella, which is a first for Shropshire. The
larvae feed on bindweeds, but his searches for mines
have so far proved fruitless. The specimen was kept
and subsequently sent to Shropshire’s micro recorder
who later positively ID’d it. Unfortunately, he failed
to take a good enough photo for publication.
Then on 18th August a lone Caloptilia azaleella
(Azalea Leaf Miner) was found resting on the inside
of his Skinner 125w MV. This is quite a distinctive
little micro so it didn’t take too long to ID it. The
specimen was then again sent to Godfrey Blunt for
confirmation and to definitely rule out other similar
Caloptilia species. This was his second ‘first for
Shropshire’ for 2011. But again he didn’t manage to
obtain a good photo.
There is a possible third ‘first for Shropshire’ with
Thiotricha subocellea, which he managed to ID after
some time. He said: “I’ve absolutely no idea what I
was thinking, I just didn’t regard it as important
enough to save the specimen or even take a photo –
hopeless or what? The larvae feed on Origanum
species. Sadly, I recently clipped our patch down to
the ground, thereby possibly destroying any evidence
of it ever being there! The story’s not getting any
better, is it? I can only hope that there are pupae in the
leaf litter and I may be able to positively confirm its
presence in the garden this year.”
But he’s learnt a valuable lesson and that’s to
check the datasets before liberating anything even
slightly unusual and ensuring he gets decent pictures!

Big was certainly beautiful for Mike Southall, of
Stourport-on-Severn, who said: “My favourite
Convolvulus Hawkmoth, Stourport (Mike Southall)
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garden moth of 2011 has to be the male Convolvulus
Hawkmoth which came to my Robinson trap here in
Worcestershire on 7th October. I had raised many
Nicotiana plants from their dust-like seeds in order to
attract this species, last seen here in 2003. I had
forgotten just how big this moth is!”

Mick Green, of Knightley, was also fortunte
enough to trap a rare hawkmoth, this time it was a
Bedstraw Hawkmoth. He said: “I trapped a rather
worn specimen on 1st August and, I still can’t believe
my luck, I trapped a second, almost perfect, specimen
the following night. That’s why, and I almost can’t
believe I’m saying this, my second Bedstraw
Hawkmoth is my best moth of the year!”
He had a good season and recorded several scarce
moths for Staffordshire, including Mallow, The
Sprawler, Blossom Underwing, Frosted Green and
also two distinctive micros: Acleris christana and
Exapate congelatella.
“These records are all the more surprising given
the location of my moth trap. I live by a cluster of
out-buildings that form an almost enclosed courtyard.
The courtyard is quite large and devoid of vegetation,
although you can just see the tops of trees over the
enclosing buildings. I site my home-made MV trap
against one of the walls inside this space.”
In 2010 he placed the trap at various locations on
the outside of the courtyard, facing trees and fields,
and recorded 323 species. By way of an experiment,
and because he is in a windy site, he put the trap
inside the sheltered courtyard in 2011 and recorded
338 species. “I know it’s hardly a scientific
experiment, but I would have expected fewer moths.
After all, how could they ever see this light which is
hidden behind buildings?
“I presume that either moths must fly at much
higher altitude than I imagined or the position of the
trap creates a “UV searchlight” to draw them in.”

Bedstraw Hawkmoth, Knightly (Mick Green)

A third hawkmoth species has been selected by
Comma contributor Paul Nicholas who has been
trapping moths since 1986 in Rugby. On 26th June
2011 he was delighted to have his first Privet
Hawkmoth. He said: “It was a long wait, 25 years,
but the catch was very welcome. There are some
indications that the species is spreading in
Warwickshire. This was not the only ‘best’ garden
moth but some of them are skittish when you want
them to sit still for a photo opportunity but this one
was very obliging. Since it was the first for this
species out of 26,564 records [84,070 moths], then I
have made it the favourite.”

Luffia ferchaultella, Worcester (Oliver Wadsworth)

Privet Hawkmoth, Rugby (Paul Nicholas)
30 YEARS of saving

butterflies, moths

Our final Best Garden Moth of 2011 contribution
comes from Oliver Wadsworth, of Worcester. He
said: “We have a Prunus tree in the garden sheltered
by a low wall. Consequently it is generally damp and
covered in a grey green Lepraria lichen that is food
to several moths of the Psychid and Tineid families. I
have found three species living there. Of these the
most intriguing is Luffia ferchaultella.
Only self fertile, wingless females are known for
this species in the UK, although there is some debate
about the status of another, closely related, species in
Cornwall which has winged males. The larvae live in
a portable case made of lichen fragments and silk.
They can be found, sometimes in numbers, on
suitable tree trunks and fence posts where the lichen
is present. The larvae pupate, emerge as adult
wingless females and lay eggs all within the case.
He added: “Often the cases found are empty, left
in relatively prominent positions at the end of the
previous season. I was pleased to find this one case,
occupied and on the move so I could photograph it
showing the larva. Perhaps not the prettiest moth in
my garden but certainly one of the most interesting!”

ds
ts in the West Midlan
and their habita

Are you equipped for the coming season?

s
30 Butterfly Walk ds
an
in the West Midl

Our 40-page guide to 30 of the best butterfly walks in the West Midlands Branch
area is well in profit, which means that every new copy sold will help make a
difference to the habitats for butterflies and moths in the region. Each walk
details the species which may be encountered, the best time to visit and a site
map. So if you haven’t ordered your copy yet – or you know someone who
would enjoy a copy as a gift – send a cheque for £5.95, made payable to
‘Butterfly Conservation West Midlands Branch’ to: Mike Williams,
2 Dewberry Close, Stourport, Worcestershire, DY13 8TB.

Supported by
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The Big Ash Bash 2011
By Simon Primrose

he first large scale attempt to find new
assembly trees for the Brown Hairstreak
butterfly, otherwise known as “The Big Ash
Bash”, began in earnest in late July. This followed
exciting news from Martyn Ganderton on the 23rd
that a male Brown Hairstreak had been seen in the
assembly Ash in his parents’ garden at Stock Green.
A lot of careful planning and preparatory work
had gone into the BAB over the preceding months.
Firstly, potential Brown Hairstreak assembly trees
would need to be found. These are almost always Ash
trees and likely specimens were identified by
selecting areas where good numbers of eggs had been
discovered in previous winter seasons. Once the
areas were chosen, Google “Street View” was used to
try and distinguish Ash trees from other species.
(This proved remarkably effective – so much so that
only one such tree was later found to be a species
other than an Ash). In order to maximise the number
of trees that could subsequently be visited during the
flight season, only roadside specimens were chosen.
Thirty-eight potential trees were finally selected
and these were then divided geographically into four
regions. Suggested driving routes were then
compiled taking in all the trees in each region.
Finally teams of dedicated volunteers were mobilised
and each allocated regions and routes to follow.
The idea of spending a glorious summer’s
morning driving through some of Worcestershire’s

T

A male Brown Hairstreak in the assembly tree at
Naunton Court Fields (Mike Williams)
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The newly discovered assembly Ash at Naunton
Court Fields Nature reserve (Hugh Glennie)

most beautiful country lanes, stopping every now and
again to look for rare butterflies, is an immediately
appealing one. However, searching for Brown
Hairstreak assembly trees does require a fair degree
of commitment. It has long been accepted that most
of the activity in assembly trees occurs first thing in
the morning, typically between 7.30 and 10.00am.
Any later and the somewhat docile male Brown
Hairstreaks have normally resorted to their favourite
pastime of sunbathing, thus making them even more
difficult than usual to spot. So, as late July arrived
and the starting bell was sounded, alarm clocks were
being set for some extremely antisocial times.
Remarkably, within just two days, the first
success was achieved. Whilst walking back to the
car, following an unsuccessful search of some likely
trees near Berrow Hill, movement was seen high in
an Ash near Perry Mill Farm. Binoculars were called
for but were unable to confirm identification. Long
range photographs were taken but even these, when
magnified later, were unable to prove conclusively
that a Brown Hairstreak had been sighted. Frantic
telephone conversations were exchanged and our
champion, Mike Williams, was summoned to
provide final proof. The next day, Mike,
Roger Wasley and I visited the tree this time armed
with powerful telescopes. Within minutes we were
all able to glimpse and identify several male Brown
Hairstreaks flying in the tree.
Over the next few days things calmed down a bit.
Multiple visits were made by our group of volunteers
to potential trees all over east Worcestershire.

Richard Southwell was covering the ‘north region’,
Gill and Geoff visited the newly discovered tree
Lloyd Evans the west, Hugh Glennie and Pete Seal
near Shurnock Court on the 31st and found nearly
the south, Jenny Tonry and Pauline Jennings the
70 eggs, some of which were from the previous year
central area near Inkberrow, Paul Meers the area
and had the tell-tale neat round hole in the top
around Feckenham Wylde Moor and Gill and Geoff
indicating that their caterpillars had successfully
Thompson the east region, including the
hatched earlier in the spring. They returned on the
Warkwickshire border areas. Plenty of butterflies
11th September and found that the egg count had
were sighted in these trees. Typically they were
increased to 125, then again on 23rd when further
Speckled Woods, which can at times look very
additional eggs were spotted. All this proving that
similar to Brown Hairstreaks, but also rather
the adult females were still very much active.
surprisingly, large numbers of Purple Hairstreaks.
Subsequent egg hunts around the other newly
Many new locations were recorded for this beautiful
discovered assembly trees have produced healthy,
purple coloured butterfly which lived up to its
but variable, numbers of eggs although none have
reputation for being very much an under recorded
come close to matching the magnificent total at
species.
Shurnock.
It wasn’t long however before the next successful
Although it may be rather early to start to draw
assembly tree sighting of Brown Hairstreaks was
any conclusions from these egg counts and
made. On the 3rd August Hugh reported seeing
densities, we have started to tentatively suggest
activity around Ash trees at both Naunton Court
some patterns for our new assembly tree
Fields and Piddle Brook Meadows, both of which are
discoveries. It seems that the assembly Ashes that
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust nature reserves.
we found both this year, and have known from
Shortly afterwards, on the 9th
previous
years,
are
Hugh again saw Brown
predominantly male trees, i.e.
Hairstreaks flying around an
those with few or no ash keys.
Ash tree on the Wychavon
In addition, we’ve found that
Way west of Rous Lench.
the typical landscape around
Then, on the 22nd came the
each assembly tree is one that
astonishing news that an
includes a high density of
extremely active tree near
hedgerows with plenty of
Shurnock Court had been
suitable young blackthorn
discovered by Alexander
growth; a reasonable density
Henderson
who
had
of trees, including several
witnessed an incredible 10
Ashes; plus a general rough
separate sightings of Brown
and high understory that
Hairstreak. In between these Brown Hairstreak larva (Paul Meers)
reaches up into the lower
were several more confirmed, probable and possible
parts of the trees, providing crucial cover and
assembly tree sightings. including Berrowhill Lane
shelter for adult Brown Hairstreaks. Work towards
(confirmed), Shell Lane (confirmed, by Lloyd
reaching some firm conclusions from our egg count
Evans), Thrift Wood (virtually certain, by Mike) and
data, which will test the hypothesis that higher egg
near Yeald Wood (probable, by Hugh).
densities are found in the immediate vicinity of an
Towards the end of August, observed activity at
assembly tree, will be on-going throughout the rest
these newly identified trees suddenly seemed to tail
of the winter. It is our intention to produce a
off. Although further sightings of both male and
separate report covering our findings in this respect,
female Brown Hairstreak were reported from most of
in time for the spring issue of The Comma.
them, including a mating pair seen by Hugh at Piddle
All in all the first year, of what will become an
Brook, a female seen by Jenny at Bradley Green and
annual event, for the Big Ash Bash is being viewed
a possible sighting of two flying high in an Ash at
as a resounding success. Seven confirmed new
Alcester Heath by Stephen Neal, the use of these
assembly trees and at least two more highly
trees as a meeting and courtship centre was evidently
probable ones, represents a fantastic achievement
coming to an end. However the next stage of our
by all of our hard working volunteers. We look
project, to count the number of eggs and analyse
forward to next year’s event – which will include
densities near to each assembly tree, was already
some new trees and new routes to explore – with
well underway.
every confidence!
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A Year on High

y name is Phil
Playford and I’m
an
apprentice
warden on Highgate Common
Nature Reserve
for the
Staffordshire Wildlife Trust.
Highgate Common is 328
acres (132 hectares) of
heathland, acid grassland and
woodland located in South
Staffordshire between Wombourne and Kinver and is
a fantastic place to see invertebrates such as glow
worms, oil beetles, crickets, bees and, of course,
butterflies. It was designated as a SSSI (Site of Special
Scientific Interest) in 2006 due to the estimated 140
species of mining bees and wasps that use our exposed
sandy soil to make their nests.
Among the butterflies to be found on Highgate are
Skippers, such as the Small Skipper, Aristocrats, such
as Peacock and Comma, Blues, such as Common
Blue and Holly Blue, and even a handful of Brown
Argus on the open heathland. One of our more
glamorous butterfly residents is the White Admiral
with its vivid black and white colouring, large size and
fast gliding flight along forest rides. This species is a
specialist of woodlands requiring shaded areas with
honeysuckle (upon which its caterpillars feed) and
open rides with brambles for the adults.
To help us protect the wonderful wildlife found on
Highgate we have a fantastic volunteer team without
whom we, as a charity, wouldn’t be able to function.
Together we spend most of our summers removing
invasive plants such as Himalayan Balsam and
Bracken. These plants, if left alone, would crowd out
many of our beautiful woodland and heathland plants.
During the winter we clear Birch saplings from
areas of the heathland. If left the Birch would take
over and we would lose wonderful areas of open
heathland, a habitat type that is globally rarer than
rainforest. Our volunteer team have done sterling
work so far clearing five acres of Birch saplings in our
first year (2009-10) and seven acres in 2010-11. Our
aim is to maintain a good mix of habitat types on
Highgate Common so that we have lovely open
heathland, with some patches of saplings for birds and
moths and areas of woodland too.
In addition to these main tasks we and the
volunteer team coppice Hazel and create bee beaches.
These bee beaches are where layers of turf are

M
A woodland glade for butterflies (Phil Playford)

Heathland on Camp Hill (Phil Playford)

Ringlet
(Nigel
Spencer)

‘Bee Beach’ on the Triangle car park (Phil Playford)
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hgate Common

removed to expose bare sandy soil and features put in
such as “snuffle holes” and exposed cliff faces for
mining bees and wasps to nest in. We also create
woodland glades to provide woodland verge habitat
for woodland butterfly species like Speckled Wood
and White Admiral, which benefit from the increased
ground flora.
During 2011 a butterfly survey was set up to
complement a range of ecological surveys the warden
team have been running. Over 26 weeks we recorded
just over a thousand individuals from 27 species,
despite the coldest summer in 18 years impacting on
butterflies nationwide. These included White
Admiral, Purple Hairstreak, Ringlet and good
numbers of Small Heath, which nationally are a
species in sharp decline.
Outside of the survey three additional species have
also been sighted including the Clouded Buff and the
Vapourer moth, last recorded on Highgate Common
in 2005 and 1985 respectively.
Looking to the future we hope to continue the
butterfly survey year on year to allow us to monitor
populations on Highgate Common and we have just
completed (with lots of input from all of our
stakeholders) a 10-year management plan on how we
are going to manage the Common into 2022.
If you are interested in doing volunteer work on
Highgate Common or want more information on our
survey then contact us on 01384 221 798 or e-mail us
(highgate@staffs-wildlife.org.uk).

Volunteers in action (Martin Eliott)

Comma
(Nigel Spencer)

Common Blue
(Duncan Dine)

Brown Argus (Jason Kernohan)

Clouded Buff (Patrick Clement)

White Admiral (Neil Avery)
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Llynclys Quarry

a working quarry but already a butterfly haven

By Dr Jenny Joy
Senior Regional Officer

T

armac’s Llynclys Quarry is a large limestone
quarry of around 65 hectares occupying a
central area within a hill known as
Whitehaven which is just south of Oswestry in north
Shropshire. It supplies high quality limestone
aggregate (dolomite limestone) and is also an
important producer of agricultural magnesium lime.
It was already established by 1870 with further
planning permission being granted in 2001 to extract
up to one million tonnes per annum for a 30 year
period.
So far about a sixth of the site has been restored
and the seed bank has quickly regenerated with
plants such as Primrose, Cowslip, Bird’s-foot Trefoil,
Autumn Gentian, Wild Strawberry, Marjoram and
orchids being abundant in many places. One
particular striking feature of the site is the rich
diversity of habitats which include exposed rock
outcrops (frequently supporting Rock-rose), spoil
heaps, scree and low cliffs, broad-leaved and mixed
woodland as well as large areas of open grasslands.
Another notable feature of the more wooded areas is
the legacy of former buildings which include a
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former explosives store, a number of old mine adits
and long abandoned lime kilns. These buildings have
been enveloped by the woods and can be in
particularly striking areas for their various shades of
green created by an array of ferns and mosses.
Two Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund
(ALSF) projects led by Shropshire Council have
primarily focused on restoration of calcareous
grassland by a programme of scrub removal followed
up by grazing in enclosures which is already having
a positive effect. An additional ALSF project in 2006,
again led by Shropshire Council, surveyed the quarry
(and 36 others in Shropshire) for a range of wildlife
including invertebrates. In 2008 Tarmac produced a
five year Biodiversity Action Plan for the site to
provide a long term vision for biodiversity
conservation to be achieved through on-going land
management and progressive restoration.
Butterfly Conservation’s first involvement with
the site came in 2006 when Pete Boardman
undertook a timed count for Grizzled Skipper. This
was followed up by limited butterfly survey in 2010
by Jenny Joy and more regular survey in 2011 when
local volunteers Doug Hampson and Allan Dawes
undertook seven visits over the summer months.
The total number of Grizzled Skipper recorded

here was 52 in 2006 and 49 in 2010 (on single visits),
and 276 on three visits in 2011. In 2011 the peak
number of Grizzled Skipper recorded was 145 on
the 28th April in all nine of the recording sections
currently identified on the site. Wild Strawberry is
abundant at Llynclys Quarry frequently growing in
sunny, sheltered, sparsely vegetated areas (due to the
lack of soil) which creates perfect breeding
conditions for this butterfly.
In Shropshire, the Grizzled Skipper is now only
present in two main areas (Oswestry and the Wyre
Forest). In the Oswestry area the Grizzled Skipper
is close to the north-western limit of its range with
the best sites aside from Llynclys Quarry being Jones
Rough (maximum number was 23 recorded in 2009),
Dolgoch Quarry (maximum number recorded was 30
in 2007) and Llynclys Common (maximum number
recorded was 14 in 2010). Taken together these sites
now form an important national and regional
stronghold for this butterfly.
As a result of the increased survey effort in 2011
the butterfly list was also increased to 18 species and
included new butterflies such as Brimstone and
Green Hairstreak. The presence of Dingy Skipper,
Common Blue and Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary (albeit only a singleton) was re-confirmed
and some of the common grassland butterflies (such
as Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper) were identified
as being fairly common here.
The long term vision for the site is still to
maintain existing areas for biodiversity and to take
advantage of opportunities to create new habitat as
they arise. I hope Butterfly Conservation can
continue to take part and support this process as it
certainly is a priority area for us and there is no doubt
further survey would produce more species. One key
issue is the rapid rate of colonisation of newly

created open areas (which are particularly important
for Grizzled Skipper) by trees and scrub (see
photo). These areas are frequently difficult to graze
(due to the nature of the slopes and lack of grass) so
the only options at present are either management by
contractors or by volunteer work parties. Both the
Shropshire Wildlife Trust and Shropshire County
Council continue to be involved on this site thanks to
their close collaboration with Tarmac and have
organised several volunteer work parties over the

One of the key Grizzled Skipper areas at Llynclys
(Jenny Joy)

Rapid scrub invasion of formerly open areas
(Jenny Joy)

A major site for Grizzled Skipper (Andrew Daw)

Meadow Brown (Tony Wharton)
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2011/12 winter. One other possibility for the future is to continue
to encourage Tarmac to enter part of the site into HLS and as part
of this process review the county wildlife site which currently
only covers part of the site.
If you are interested in joining in with any future work on this
site please contact Jenny Joy (jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org).
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Tarmac (Paul Dougan and
Michael Charlton) for allowing us to have access to the site and
for sending us the Biodiversity Action Plan which has provided
many of the details included here, to Dan Wrench (Shropshire
County Council) for introducing me to this wonderful site and
for continuing to enthuse me, and especially to Allan Dawes and
Doug Hampson for all their recording effort in 2011 believe me it is a tough site to cover with the gradients
being especially punishing in the heat! The work was initiated here through the Midlands Fritillary project
funded by the Tubney Charitable Trust.

Don’t forget to
order your EIG
calendar now!

Butterfly Conservation’s
European Interests Group 2012
Calendar, which features
images of butterflies from
across Europe, is now
available. Copies cost £8 + £1
p&p (two copies for £15 + £1
p&p) and all proceeds from the
calendar will support the
conservation of European
butterflies. Please send your
cheque, made payable to
‘Butterfly Conservation
European Interests Group’, to:
Mike Williams, 2 Dewberry
Close, Stourport,
Worcestershire, DY13 8TB.
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One to watch
out for…

A
Tomato check-up: Look out for Tuta absoluta (Patrick Clement)

West Midlands Branch A.G.M.
and Members’ Day
Saturday 10th March 2012
at Dunston Village Hall, Staffordshire,
commencing at 11.00am
Dunston lies on the west side of the A449 trunk road
about 3 miles (4.8 km) south of Stafford, close to
Junction 13 of the M6 motorway.
Light refreshments will be provided for
a small charge.

11.00am - A.G.M. and Election of Committee
12.00 noon - Lunch

1.00pm - Guest Speakers:
Joy Stevens - Belgium Butterflies
Prof John Dover - Spanish Butterflies on Hay and
Grazed Meadows

All are welcome

n invitation to moth
trap at Windmill Hill
near Evesham in July
last year led to an interesting
encounter with a tomatoloving South American.
The micro moth, Tuta
absoluta, first appeared on this
side of the Atlantic in 2006
when it was discovered in
Spain and has since been
sweeping across Europe and
North Africa causing serious
damage to tomato crops. It
reached Britain in 2009 and
since then several outbreaks
have been reported to FERA
(Food and Environment
Research Agency), but all
within
tomato
growing
glasshouses or packing sheds.
My moth is the first ‘free
flying’ record for Worcestershire and the first such record
that FERA have received,
albeit just a mile or two from a
large fruit and vegetable
growing area.
The main method of
control
within
tomato
production is the use of
pheromone traps, which only
kill the male moths and my
specimen was female. But had
it been fertilised and laying
eggs before I caught it and is it
just one of many? There seems
no reason why this species
should not spread into the
wider countryside as our
climate is apparently suitable
and the moth will feed on any
solanaceous plants including
potatoes and our native
nightshades. Only time will
tell, but definitely one to
watch out for.
Patrick Clement
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Entry Level Stewardship update
Report and photos by Mike Southall

One of the previously intensively farmed fields which is now host to a variety of butterflies and moths.

butterflies, and also other
ive years ago I entered our
species nectaring on the
farm into Entry Level
flowers. Some of the areas
Stewardship
joining
also grew beds of creeping
nearly 60% of the country’s
thistle,
which
became
farmed land. The 30 points per
attractive to a number of
hectare gained by choosing from
butterfly species when the
an extensive list of options
thistles flowered. In 2011 I
meant that £30 per hectare per
also recorded the presence of
year
was
paid
by
the
day-flying Burnet moths,
Government to our family
A pair of Common Blue in cop.
Large and Small Skippers
farming business. I received one
and also Cinnabar larvae on ragwort plants.
inspection during the period, which mainly
In the new agreement I have opted for four areas
involved a measurement of the chosen options. I
of nectar and pollen mix to replace the bird seed
have recently rejoined the scheme, committing to
areas. I moved one area to another field due to
a further five-year period.
badgers undermining a lane to collect bedding.
I thought it would be a good time to assess the
The management plans are no longer an option
impact of the scheme on the farm’s wildlife.
on the scheme, and I have opted to extend the
The main options I chose out of the 65 available
hedgerow management and also add some grassland
were: management plans, hedgerow management,
management options to replace the lost points.
and wild bird seed areas.
Not trimming all the farm hedges every year has
The four wild bird seed areas proved to be the
produced more berries for over-wintering birds. The
most obviously effective for Lepidoptera and other
hedges are also becoming taller and more robust.
wildlife. Birds did use them, but not in the quantities
The focus on hedges has also encouraged us to
I was expecting; this I believe was due to the more
voluntarily replant in the gaps. We chose different
extensive feeding opportunities provided by our
species of hedging plants to help diversity. One of
field scale vegetable production.
these species is blackthorn, another 200 whips being
Because they were replanted every second year I
planted in spring.
was able to experiment by planting other seed mixes
The recently expanding range of the Brown
over part of these areas. I added small areas of nectar
Hairstreak in Worcestershire means that it is now
and pollen mixes which included bird’s-foot trefoil.
only three miles from part of our farm. This gap may
These sites, previously intensively farmed, became
take many years to close, but we want to be ready!
host to Common Blue and also a few Brown Argus

F
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Chaddesley Wood moth highlights
Report and images by Alan Prior

2

011 proved to be an excellent year of mothing
in Chaddesley Wood, the Worcestershire
Wildlife Trust reserve near Chaddesley Corbett.
A total of ten visits were made from February to
November and the weather generally proved to be a
lot better than during 2010. This led to a record 428
species and over 10,000 moths being found with 25
of them being newly recorded for the wood. Some of
this was due to a solid track being laid in June to a
previously inaccessible part of the wood. The area
had also been recently opened up and doesn’t contain
any conifers, so it was slightly different than the rest
of Chaddesley.
The first visit in February was memorable for a
number of reasons. The wind was
howling as we set off from home but
on arrival at Jubilee Gate we found it
completely calm! It was also an
exceptionally warm evening for the
time of year and cloudy throughout.
The moths seemed to have been
waiting for this opportunity and were
absolutely everywhere. During the six
hours the lights were on an astonishing
2,323
moths
were
recorded.
Admittedly, we weren’t overwhelmed
with a lot of species, but the variety
Shark on
amongst the 854 Spring Usher
appeared endless. The other species seen in large
numbers were Tortricodes alternella (1,248) and
Pale Brindled Beauty (121).
The March visit was on a cold night but still

Blossom Underwing on 2nd April

Waved Black on 6th August

reasonable. April provided the first record of
Blossom Underwing in six years and May was
plagued by heavy rain at times, but as it was mild,
almost a thousand moths were still
recorded. In June one trap was put at
Jubilee Gate with the rest in Black
Meadow. It was a very productive
night and three new species were
recorded, namely Nematopogon
metaxella, Endothenia nigricostana
and Large Nutmeg. July provided our
first opportunity to make use of the
new track and what a long night it
proved to be! With only four traps put
up, a staggering 2,379 moths were
recorded and included six new species.
2nd July
A return visit in August was a little less
taxing but two more new species were found
(Nephopterix angustella and Ear Moth).
Another five new species were found in
September with Small Wainscot being one of them.
October was stunning as we had the warmest starting
temperature of the year (over 22˚C!) and the moths
reflected that as 52 species were recorded with
another five new for the wood amongst them. Also
recorded was an enormous Leafhopper named Ledra
aurita, which caused quite a stir! November proved a
lot warmer than last year and a very acceptable night
was had despite feeling like you were in a war zone
due to all the firework activity round and about!
The list for the wood is currently 808 species.
As usual, a big thank you is due to all who came
and contributed to a great year at Chaddesley Wood.
I owe special thanks to Martin Kennard and
Mervyn Needham, who helped out in September, as
I couldn’t attend due to car trouble.
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Butterflies, moths, history and
stunning scenery on EIG trip to
Montenegro and Croatia

Watching butterflies and birds high in the Durmitor National Park, Montenegro (Barbara Higginbotham)

By Bridget and Lawrie de Whalley

challenging distance for my photographic skills. On
the mainland we visited Trsteno Arboretum where
ontenegro was part of the former
Cardinal and Balkan Marbled White posed on
Yugoslavia becoming a separate state in
flowers. This was an oasis in a tourist developed
2006 with the Euro as currency. It lies
narrow coast belt.
north of Albania and has an Adriatic coastline and
Travelling in our two minibuses we stopped at a
mountain interior. Few butterfly records are available
rocky cattle grazed meadow in Vilusi, Montenegro.
so improving on this was an objective for a visit by
Immediately Large Blue and Alcon Blue were
14 Butterfly Conservation European Interest Group
found, soon followed by Reverdin’s, Turquoise and
members, including several from the West Midlands
Eastern Baton Blues. Thyme, sedum spp, rock cress
Branch. Photography in the natural habitats also adds
spp, Shining Scabious (S. lucida) plus other scabious
pleasure to personal records as well as future
spp and vetches were present in a sward varying from
diagnostic information.
3cm to 15cms plus rocky outcrops. High Brown and
Starting in the walled Croatian city of Dubrovnik
seven other fritillaries were gliding round the
we walked down the Plaza with pale stone buildings
deciduous wood scrub edge and nectaring briefly
tastefully restored after the
(too briefly for some cameras) on
1990’s war. A ferry took us a
a range of flowers.
short distance on the Adriatic to
Going north past Niksic we
Lokrum Island Nature Reserve
stopped near Vidrovan and
to be greeted by a flutter of
visited rocky grazed meadows
newly emerged Cleopatra.
edged with trees. Great Sooty
Their rich yellow and orange
Satyr, Large Tortoiseshell and
complemented
the
blue
Spotted
Fritillary
var.
Agapanthus they were nectaring
meridionalis, the female var with
on. In sizzling heat we climbed
grey forewings replacing the
to the island’s peak to be
bright orange of the normal form
rewarded by Two-tailed Pashas
basked in the hot sun. Many
flying and sitting near their
hectares of hayfields were being
Strawberry Tree foodplant at a Balkan Copper (Lawrie de Whalley) cut by hand-operated mechanical

M
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Reed Leopard outside our hotel (Roger Wasley)

cutters. The hay is left on the ground to dry in
traditional fashion allowing caterpillars to crawl off
to the grass and herbs below. 45 species were
recorded here in one hour.
Into the mountains at the ski resort of Zabljak our
Russian style spacious hotel laid on a splendid buffet
with many locally farmed delicacies. The bar rang to
peals of laughter as Mike Williams stood on chairs
to pursue a moth round the ceiling lights for it finally
to be potted from his nose. Identification revealed it
to be Bordered Gothic (lost to nearly all UK sites).
After heavy overnight rain we set out to explore
Durmitor National Park now a UNESCO World
Heritage Site which was a Princes Reserve as early as
1870. From 1600 metres the Tara canyon drops to
300 metres, on this occasion a misty bottom. We
walked through a native conifer forest to flowerfilled alpine meadows where Eastern Large Heath
were just climbing up the herb stems. Its hind wing
polygon patch was the consistent diagnostic as its
hindwing spots varied from zero through to five large
ones. Flowers here included Cow-wheat, Bladder
Gentian and Yellow Wood Violet set in a yellow sea
of greenweed. A fresh Balkan Copper posed in the
cool conditions as our whole party gathered for
photographs. Marsh Fritillaries and Olive Skippers
graced the moist meadow. Grazing by cattle and haycutting management were both in evidence.
Another sheep ranch farmed area on the
mountains was herb rich grassland, rocks and scree
slopes stretching for many kilometres and had

Ottoman Brassy Ringlet (Lawrie de Whalley)

Oberthur’s Grizzled Skipper and Olive Skipper
with 15 other species.
On 3 July we climbed to 1840m at a pass near
Sedlo mountains still in Durmitor National Park. The
dramatic folded limestone rocks were host to Brighteyed and Woodland Ringlets. Descending to 1660m
we found Osiris and Turquoise Blues with Pearlbordered Fritillary. A rock cutting through a copse
of trees had six Apollos flying at once, those close to
my legs were big, bright and fresh. Then off they
went to an aerobatic display in front of hot rocks.
Ottoman Brassy Ringlets needed verification by
Safi to separate from the very similar Common
Brassy Ringlet. The careful checking of key species
is one of the many excellent features of EIG events.
The whole area was sheep grazed giving many areas
of short sward (3 – 7cms) but frequent (every 10
metres) patches of flowers and grasses (3 – 20cms).
Rocky crevices sustained Sainfoin, Saxifrage, Pale
Clover and Pale Fleabane. This wonderful habitat
stretched for 10 plus kms in each direction.
Heading south through a tunnel (3 miles long?)
with its construction staging still in evidence we
descended to 1230m. In a dry, rocky valley with hay

Two-tailed Pasha (Barbara Higginbotham)

Olive Skipper poses on a hand (Roger Wasley)
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meadows we found Blue-spot Hairstreaks, Alcon
narrow passages peopled by others. No war effects
and Amanda’s Blue, Purple-shot Copper, Balkan
were noticed in Montenegro. This sea port is about
Copper all busy nectaring on daisies, bistort, etc.
20 miles up a fiord inland.
Water bottles were essential in the heat and our
Back into Croatia via a ferry and a stop on the
drivers carried a good water supply for top-ups.
Adriatic coast found a Nettle-tree Butterfly in a tree
Down to sea level at Virpazar on Lake Skhodra
over hot rocks near olive groves. Our final stop near
we received a warm and happy welcome at the Hotel
Gruda on a farm track close to a vineyard and rocky
Pelikan. Their boat took the party on a lake tour next
stream bed produced Lang’s Short-tailed Blue and
day and had a Camberwell Beauty fly close over to
Escher’s Blue.
add to the Purple Heron and Black Kite from the
The 101 Dalmatia(ns) aim for verified species in
many birds reported. Back on land Grecian Copper
the 7½ day trip left Mike Williams a happy leader. A
and Southern Comma were near seasonally wet,
big thank you must go to Lajos Nemeth
rushy meadows. On a very dry mountain road (230m)
who
organised
all
the
itinerary
(see
Mountain Small White, Scarce and machaon
http://greeneye.org.uk) including his selection of
Swallowtails, an emerging Cicada and a Short-tailed
wonderful habitats to visit. Szabolcs Safian (Safi)
Eagle raised our eyes. Back down at sea level on the
shared his wonderful knowledge of butterfly ecology
lake edge partially drained marshes Short-tailed
with all of us as well as organising many details which
Blue and Oberthur’s Grizzled Skipper rewarded
contributed to a very happy tour, to him we are very
the sharp sighted. Suitable celebrations took place in
grateful. Impeccable driving by Thomas and Martin
a Virpazar bar as the party was lured in by a lovely
made the journeys safe and a pleasure, thank you.
local.
Mike Williams and Mary, the inspirations behind so
July 5 started wet above Cetinje at 1000m but
many EIG tours, have scored yet another triumph.
Turquoise Blue, Marbled Whites and SilverA proportion of the tour receipts will go to help
studded Blues were all roosting in the rain on
the Hungarian Naturalist Trust which owns and
grasses. After coffee and open fire braised lamb the
manages wet lands in west Hungary for butterflies
adjacent field had swarms of Great Sooty Satyrs
and moths.
and Great Banded Graylings. Twin-spot Fritillary,
Postscript: Now Montenegro is in the European
Pearly Heath and Purple
Union the temptation of subsidies
Hairstreak added to the variety.
and cheap fertilizers for farmers
On to a mountain pass
will be a threat to all these
Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmeadows. How can we persuade
moth was nectaring with High
the EU to find a way of rewarding
Brown and Niobe Fritillaries
the traditional land managers?
flashing between the rocks.
Managing traditional animals is a
Overnight in Kotor, a medieval
365-day-a-year task and the
walled town was throbbing with
hayfield work is hot work. We can
tourists but the buildings
vouch for the flavour of meat from
original
from
medieval
the herb-rich farms as a superior
merchants’ palaces to very Gypsy Moth (Roger Wasley)
product!
Swallowtail near Virpazar (Barbara Higginbotham)
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Eastern Large Heath (Lawrie de Whalley)

Chipping in for the Dingy Skipper

The chipper in action (Mike Williams) to improve habitat for the Dingy Skipper (Rosemary Winnall)

Volunteers make a huge difference

he Dingy Skipper is a high priority species in
the West Midlands Regional Action Plan
having declined substantially both nationally
and regionally in recent years. In Worcestershire,
aside from the 2011 sightings from Monkwood and
Grafton Wood reported in the last Comma, there are
very few recent records. One site where it can
normally be seen in small numbers is the
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust (WWT) reserve at
Penny Hill Bank near Martley. This lovely piece of
limestone grassland has been a haven for the Dingy
Skipper for many years but is extremely small (less
than one hectare in extent) and very isolated. Just
above the reserve, however, is an old landfill site
which was capped some years ago and partly sown
with seed collected from Penny Hill Bank.
Over the years, the former landfill site has
developed a rich flora of its own and an approach was
made to the owners early in 2011 for permission to
survey the site for butterflies. Imagine our delight
when a visit in May produced a count of over 60
Dingy Skippers making it far and away the best
known site for this species in the county. It was not

T

all good news, however, as the main bank on which
most of the Dingies were found was badly scrubbing
up with hawthorn and young birch trees.
A follow up meeting with the site owners proved
positive and West Midlands Butterfly Conservation
were given permission to organise for some of the
scrub to be removed and also to create a corridor
between the Trust nature reserve and the landfill site.
The idea was not only to improve the habitat of the
main breeding area but also assist mobility of adults
between the two sites by removing a number of
mature trees. This was accomplished on two visits in
October when West Midlands branch were joined by
the Worcester Conservation Volunteers (WCV).
The result of these endeavours was impressive
and we look forward to revisiting both sites in 2012
to monitor the results of our efforts. We also hope to
organise some moth trapping over the summer.
Thanks are due to the site owners WRG (Waste
Recycling Group); Dave and Jane Scott from WCV;
James Hitchcock from WWT; and all the volunteers
that worked really hard to achieve such an excellent
result.
Mike Williams

Before and after: young silver birch trees have been removed from the main bank (Mike Williams)
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Dates for your diary

To ensure that Branch members and
newcomers to the fascinating world of
butterflies and moths know what is happening
in our region, event and work party organisers
should e-mail full details of upcoming
events to the editor of The Comma at
thecomma@btinternet.com and to web-master
David Green at greend@ormail.co.uk

Big Butterfly Count
Sat 14 July - Sun 5 August. Big Butterfly Count 2011
was the biggest butterfly count of its kind in the world.
30,000 counts were completed, nearly twice as many as
in 2010 and over 34,300 people took part. An amazing
total of 322,330 butterflies and moths were counted during the survey period, from the Isles of Scilly to Shetland
and Dover to Derry. Make sure you take part this year.
Bishop’s Wood Environmental Centre Butterfly Day
Sun 1 July at Bishop’s Wood Environmental Centre, Crossway Green, Stourport from 1.00 - 5.00pm. The event
will be run jointly by West Midlands Branch of Butterfly Conservation and the Friends of Bishop’s Wood and will
be open to the public. Bring a picnic. There will be guided walks at regular intervals during the afternoon led by
Mike Williams. The Centre will lay on various children’s activities, including face painting, and there will be a
BC sales stall. Admission will be at a discounted price for BC members of £2 for adults and £1 for children.
Contact: Mike Williams 01299 824860.
Brown Hairstreak Egg Hunt Days
Sat 18 February, Sat 17 March. Meet at 10.00am at Grafton Flyford Church off A422 Worcester - Stratford road
(GR: SO961557). Please be prompt as in some cases we will be driving on to other sites. Contact: Mike
Williams 07802 274552. Other midweek egg hunt dates will be arranged over the winter; see the Brown
Hairstreak ebulletin (downloadable from the branch website) for further details or contact Mike.
Butterfly Conservation Annual General Meeting and Members’ Day
Sat 17 November, hosted by East Midlands Branch.

Chaddesley Wood Moth Nights
Sat 3 March at 5.00pm, Sat 7 April at 6.30pm, Sat 5 May at 7.30pm, Sat 2 June at 8.30pm, Sat 7 July at 8.30pm,
Sat 4 August at 8.00pm, Sat 1 September at 7.30pm, Sat 6 October at 6.30pm, Sat 3 November at 4.00pm. The
meeting place is always at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO 914 736) and all are welcome. The spring and autumn dates
are at the mercy of the weather so please check with Mervyn Needham, Wood Warden (01562 777461) or Alan
Prior (0121 778 2973) to confirm details.

Ewyas Harold Reserve and Common Work Parties
Sat 21 January, Sat 25 February, Sat 24 March. Meet at 10.00am at the northern Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold
Common (GR: SO382302) adjacent to cattle grid. Approach from Abbey Dore off B4347 at GR: SO384306.
Contact: Ian Hart 01981 510259.

Grafton Wood Nature Reserve Work Parties
Wed 4 January, Sun 8 January, Wed 11 January, Wed 18 January, Wed 25 January, Wed 1 February,
Wed 8 February, Sun 12 February, Wed 15 February, Wed 22 February, Wed 29 February, Wed 7 March,
Sun 11 March, Wed 14 March, Wed 21 March, Wed 28 March, Wed 4 April, Sun 8 April. Meet at 10.00am at
Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford (next to the church) just off the A422 Worcester - Stratford road
(GR: SO963557). Contact: John Tilt 01386 792458.

Haugh Wood Work Parties
Sat 7 January, Sat 4 February, Sat 3 March, meet at Haugh Wood Forestry Commission Car Park
(GR: SO592365) off the minor road from Mordiford to Woolhope at 10.00am. We will continue the on-going
coppicing work which, in 2010, resulted in a record emergence of Pearl-bordered Fritillaries and good numbers
of the highly endangered Wood White. Contact: Kate Wollen 07786 526280.

Hedgerow Futures Conference
Mon-Wed 3-5 September. Call for papers and notice of meeting for Hedgelink’s first International Symposium
on Hedgerow Ecology, Conservation and Management: ‘Hedgerow Futures’ to be held at Staffordshire
University, Stoke-on-Trent. The meeting will address the following themes: Biodiversity, Connectivity,
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Volunteers involved in habitat management at Monkwood Nature Reserve (Mike Williams)

Ecosystem Services, Sustainability, Management, and Relationship with People. Further information is
available at: http://www.hedgelink.org.uk/hedgerow-futures-conference-2012.htm or from the conference
convenor Prof. John Dover j.w.dover@staffs.ac.uk

Midlands Regional Conservation Day
Sat 28 April from 11.00am - 4.00pm at the Wyre Forest Discovery Centre. Your opportunity to hear about all
the exciting projects happening in the region and how you can join in. Open to all members, but booking is
essential. Contact: Dr Jenny Joy 01952 249325 or jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org

Monkwood Nature Reserve Events
Sun 29 April, meet for a Spring Walk at 10.30am in the reserve car park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood
Green road (GR: SO803603). Adults £2.00, Children £1.00. Contact: George Groves 01905 620721 or 07989
474045. Sat 7 July, meet for a Moth Night at 8.00pm in the reserve car park. No charge. Contact: Mike
Southall 07970 449353. Sun 8 July, meet at 1.30pm for a Butterfly Walk, or come along at 10.00am to try
your hand at pulling Rosebay Willowherb to improve the reserve’s habitat for butterflies and moths. Bring a
packed lunch. No charge. Contact: Mike Williams 07802 274552. Sat 13 October, meet for a Fungus Foray at
10.30am in the car park. Adults £2.00, Children £1.00. Leader: Diana Bateman.

Monkwood Nature Reserve Work Parties
Sun 15 January, Sun 5 February, Sun 4 March, Sun 1 April. Meet at 10.00am in the reserve car park off the
Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road (GR: SO803603). Contact: George Groves 01905 620721 or 07989
474045.

National Butterfly Recorders’ Meeting
Sat 17 March at the Birmingham and Midland Institute, cental Birmingham. Anyone interested in butterflies,
recording and monitoring, and conservation is invited to attend. You do not have to be an active recorder, you
do not have to be a Butterfly Conservation member and you certainly don't have to be an expert. You do,
however, have to book in advance and places will go quickly – so book today! To book your place email Ian
Middlebrook at Butterfly Conservation or call on 01929 406032. A subsidised registration fee of £5 per person
will be payable on the day (not in advance) to help cover the costs of venue hire, tea/coffee and buffet lunch.

National Moth Nights
Thurs 21 - Sat 23 June. This year’s theme is the moths of brownfield sites. The event will run over three
consecutive nights in order to improve the chances of favorable mothing weather. See the next edition of
The Comma for details of local events.
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Dates for your diary

National Moth Recorders’ Meeting
Sat 28 January at the Birmingham and Midland Institute, cental Birmingham. The meeting is open to anyone
interested in moth recording and conservation across the UK and will feature a variety of enjoyable and
informative talks from amateur moth recorders and conservationists including the progress of the National
Moth Recording Scheme. This year there is a £5 (per person) registration fee for attendees. Advanced booking
is essential, to book your place please contact info@butterfly-conservation.org or telephone 01929 400209.

Save Our Butterflies Week
Sat 19 - Sun 27 May will focus on reserves and other special places to see butterflies. Sat 19 May, meet at
11.00am at the Dry Mill Lane car park to launch the new Wyre Forest Butterfly Trail. Suitable for families.
Contact: Mike Williams 07802 274552. Sat 26 May: Ewyas Harold Common and Meadows Reserve, meet at
11.00am at northern Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold Common (GR: SO382302) adjacent to cattle grid.
Approach from Abbey Dore off B4347 at GR: SO384306. Contact: Ian Hart 01981 510259. Sun 27 May, Wood
White Womble at Bury Ditches from 11.00am - 2.00pm. Meet at Bury Ditches hill fort car park
(GR: SO334839). Suitable for families. Contact: Mike Williams 07802 274552.
South Shropshire Wood White Days
Sun 15 January, meet at 10.00am at the entrance to Radnor Wood on the B4368 Craven Arms - Clun road about
two miles east of Clun (GR: SO316812). Joint event with Forestry Commission includes free barbecue for
those attending. Sun 19 February, meet at 10.00am at the car park in the centre of Clunton village opposite the
pub (GR: SO334814). We shall be driving on from this location into Walcot Wood, near Kempton, so please
arrive on time. Joint event with the National Trust. Contact: Mike Williams 07802 274552.
South Shropshire Wood White Survey
Sat 5 May, 10.30am - 3.30pm, meet at Bury Ditches car park (GR: SO334839) to survey in the woods around
Clun. Adults and children over 8 welcome. Joint event with Upper Clun Community Wildlife Group. To book,
contact: Nick Williams 0121 550 9853.

South Shropshire Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary Days
Tue 5 June 10.00am - 2.00pm meet at Newcastle Community Centre for short talk then share transport to site.
Steep slopes and rough ground involved. Joint event with Upper Clun Community Wildlife Group. Wed 6 June
11.00am - 2.00pm meet at Habberley village south of Pontesbury for visit to Upper Onny. Adults and children
over 8. Sat 23 June 11.00am - 3.00pm meet at Natural England office, Rigmore Oak, Pennerley
(GR: SO356986) for visit to Upper Onny. Joint event with Upper Onny Wildlife Group. Sun 24 June 11.00am
- 3.00pm meet at Newcastle Community Centre for visit to Upper Clun. To book on these events, contact: Nick
Williams 0121 550 9853.

The Bog, Stiperstones, South Shropshire
Sat 21 July 10.30am - 2.00pm meet at the car park for The Bog Information Centre south of Pennerley
(GR: SO357978). Our target will be the elusive and rare Grayling butterfly. Adults and children welcome. Joint
event with Upper Onny Wildlife Group. Contact: Nick Williams 0121 550 9853.
Throckmorton Landfill Site Work Party
Sun 15 January, meet at 10.00am at the entrance to the site. There is limited parking on the minor road off the
A4538 at Lower moor (GR: SO983489). Contact: Trevor Bucknall 01905 755757.

Trench Wood Work Parties
Sun 22 January, Sun 26 February, Sun 25 March, Sun 22 April. Meet at 10.00am in the car park off Trench
Lane (GR: SO929588). Contact Neil McLean 07710 626668.

Wyre Forest Fritillary Action Days
Sun 29 January, meet at 10.00am at Earnwood Copse car park; Wed 15 February, meet at 10.00am at start of
disused railway line in Dry Mill Lane, Bewdley (GR: SO773763); Sun 26 February, meet at 10.00am at
Earnwood Copse car park on B4194 Bewdley - Kinlet road (GR: SO744784). Please be prompt as we will be
driving on to the work site. Contact: Mike Williams 07802 274552.
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Garden Tigers in
Herefordshire
(Ray Birchenough)

Tigers on
the decline

Your new 2012 Butterfly
Conservation
membership card
features an image of the
Garden Tiger, a beautiful
moth that has declined
drastically in southern
and central England. Its
‘woolly bear’ caterpillars
used to be a common
sight in gardens across
the UK, but have now
become a great rarity in
the south as the moth
has shifted its range
northwards due to
climate change. It is one
of many species that BC
is tracking as part of the
National Moth Recording
Scheme, which is
providing vital data on
how to conserve these
wonderful insects. BC
runs several world
leading recording
schemes, which all show
the ongoing serious
declines of butterflies and
moths. Help BC build on
its knowledge by sending
your records to your
county recorder.
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Four new species
at Grafton Wood

Bluebells line a ride through Grafton Wood in springtime (John Tilt)

I

guess it will never happen
again, but we had four new
butterfly species at Grafton
Wood in a year. They are Pearlbordered Fritillary, which is well
illustrated in this issue of The
Comma, plus both Dingy and
Grizzled Skippers. Although I
have had reports of White-letter
Hairstreak at Grafton before, 2011
was the first time that I had
photographic evidence from John
Buckley on 5th July.
John Tilt
Dingy Skipper
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White-letter Hairstreak
Grizzled Skipper
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